PRESS RELEASE

Revised SOP for Chartered Flights for Repatriation

The Government of India has revised the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for operation of Chartered flights for the repatriation of stranded Indians. The process will be as follows:

i)- The Chartering entity (Community Association/ Company/ Group etc) in Kuwait has to identify an Air Transport Operator (ATO) and provide details of passengers, destination and manifest, etc to the Embassy of India in Kuwait for examination and processing of Embassy’s No Objection.

ii)- The ATO will contact State Government of the destination in India directly and share a copy of the proposal and passenger manifest with the State Government

iii)- State Governments will perform necessary internal checks for quarantine availability etc.

iv)- ATO will obtain State Government’s written clearance for the flight and Embassy’s No-objection on the manifest. ATO will then contact Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) for flight clearance.

v)- Prior to the actual departure of the flight, ATO must send the final passenger manifest to the Embassy of India in Kuwait, as well as to the concerned State Government.

vi)- The format of the manifest remains the same as shared earlier.

vii)- Contact details of the State coordinators/Nodal Officers will be shared with ATOs by the Embassy.

vii)- For any further queries, you are kindly requested to write to sslabour.kuwait@mea.gov.in or labour.kuwait@mea.gov.in
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